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Karl Jaspers and Hannah Arendt as Arendt would prefer are two of the most profound thinkers of the 20th century 
These letters however though they touch on matters of deep relevance for both the 20th and 21st century reveal their 
personalities in ways that the tomes they wrote never can Both were incre The correspondence between Hannah 
Arendt and Karl Jaspers begins in 1926 when the twenty year old Arendt studied philosophy with Jaspers in 
Heidelberg It is interrupted by Arendt s emigration and Jaspers s inner emigration and it is resumed immediately after 
World War II The initial teacher student relationship develops into a close friendship in which Jasper s wife Gertrud is 
soon included and then Arendt s husband Heinrich Blucher These letters show no From Publishers Weekly The 
voluminous correspondence between political philosopher Arendt and German existentialist Jaspers who taught her 
philosophy in Heidelberg is a study in contrasts Jaspers mistrusts his stale fame and postwar respectability after yea 
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